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Chapter 191: Sweet... 

He slowly counted them, and the pretty candy wrappers moved between his fair fingers. 

Qin Shu watched the man’s slender fingers fiddle with the candy wrappers. Every time he fiddled with 

them, she would unconsciously count with him. 

However, she didn’t expect that she had eaten so many pieces of candy already... 

After Fu Tingyu finished counting, he looked at the girl with a faint smile. “You ate 21 pieces of candy. 

What do you think we should do?” 

Well, they were already in Shu Qin’s stomach. 

Shu Qin didn’t know how to respond. 

Indeed, she ate a little too much. 

She looked up at the man in front of her and said in a whisper. “I was watching a movie. I didn’t realize I 

had eaten so many.” 

Then she added, “Next time, I’ll have sunflower seeds as a movie snack instead of candies.” 

After saying that, Qin Shu looked at him like a child who had done something wrong. 

Fu Tingyu stared at her with his dark eyes for a long time before saying softly, “Come here.” 

Qin Shu immediately went over and looked at the handsome face in front of her. She blinked, and a hint 

of confusion flashed through her bright eyes. 

Fu Tingyu reached out his hand and held the back of her head. He lowered his eyes and kissed her... 

– 

– 

Fu Tingyu looked at the sweets in the plastic bag and said, “There is still a lot left.” 

Qin Shu didn’t know what to say. 

Fu Tingyu let go of her, reached out, and picked up the plastic bag from beside the computer. Then he 

stood up and left the room. 

Qin Shu turned around and looked at the man’s back. She realized that the man had confiscated her 

candy. Did he want her to beg for sweets from now on? 

President Ba, who was sleeping on the couch, suddenly opened his eyes. President Ba saw Fu Tingyu in 

the distance. He shook his ears and went back to sleep as if he never saw Fu Tingyu. 

– 

– 



The night fell, and the city lit up. 

Fu Tingyu was invited to the hotel for a dinner arranged by President He. 

This time, he took Qin Shu with him. 

But she was still disguised as Fu Tingyan. 

Qin Shu, who was dressed as a man, had less softness between her brows but appeared more handsome 

and capable. 

Qin Shu didn’t plan to bring President Ba with her. 

Before she left, she instructed Ye Luo to prepare a delicious fish for President Ba for dinner. 

Ye Luo nodded with a poker face. 

Fifteen minutes later 

At a five-star hotel 

Qin Shu and Fu Tingyu walked into the private room and sat opposite President He. 

In the private room, other than President He, there were two other colleagues. They were around the 

same age as President He and were both in their forties. They were also a little chubby. One could tell 

that they were wealthy by looking at their belly. 

Fu Tingyu and Qin Shu’s youth, handsomeness, vigor, and nobility were in stark contrast to them. 

President He smiled and briefly introduced the two colleagues beside him. 

Fu Tingyu glanced at Qin Shu and also made a brief introduction. “This is my brother, Fu Tingyan. I 

brought him here to learn.” 

Fu Tingyu brought her along because he was afraid that she would be bored in the hotel. Since she acted 

as his brother, no one would see her actual face anyway. 

President He looked at Fu Tingyan. Although he didn’t look like Fu Tingyu, he was also extraordinarily 

handsome. 

“With such an outstanding brother like you, your younger brother must be one of the best. He has the 

talent and the looks. He will definitely have great achievements in the future.” 

Qin Shu looked at President He. When she thought of his reaction when he saw the dead fish in the 

morning, she was really pleased. She gathered her thoughts and replied politely, “President He, you 

flatter me.” 

Chapter 192: Awkward 

Qin Shu acted calm and youthful to their perfection. 

Fu Tingyu turned his head to look at Qin Shu. Her eyes were clear and bright behind the lens. 

President He laughed heartily when he heard that. 



The so-called dinner was actually a social event. 

Their talks were all about partnership and President He’s priority. He had invited his two colleagues to 

let Fu Tingyu know that he wasn’t speaking carelessly. 

As they chatted, Qin Shu ate and listened. She looked at the delicious food in front of her. It would be a 

waste not to eat them. 

Therefore, those rare and expensive dishes were all eaten by Qin Shu. 

Fu Tingyu even picked up his chopsticks from time to time to serve some food on her plate. He served all 

her favorite ones. 

Qin Shu ate very slowly. There were five people at the table, so it didn’t seem like she was the only one 

eating. 

Halfway through dinner 

Qin Shu leaned close to Fu Tingyu and whispered, “I’m going out for a while.” 

Fu Tingyu took a look at Qin Shu and nodded. 

Qin Shu then stood up and walked out. 

– 

– 

It was very quiet outside the private room. Two bodyguards stood by the door. They looked tall, strong, 

and tough. 

Because of last night’s assassination and the morning’s letter of intimidation, President He was 

especially sensitive about security and acted cautiously. 

Qin Shu didn’t pay much attention to the bodyguard. She glanced at them and walked away. 

The bathroom was not far from the private room. It was just around the corner. 

At this moment, a person walked out from a private room in the distance. The person was slender and 

looked slightly malnutrition. His skin was a bit too fair, which made him look a little sick. 

His purple eyes were mysterious but gentle. 

Qin Shu was confused at the sight. Wasn’t that the man who asked her for candy as fare for the ride? 

What a coincidence for them to run into each other here. 

Not long after, the man with purple eyes disappeared around the corner. 

Qin Shu walked towards the bathroom in confusion. 

There were not many guests on this floor, so the bathroom was very empty. 

Qin Shu entered the female bathroom. There was no one inside. 



After she was done, she walked out of the stall and came to the sink. She reached out to the faucet, and 

the tap water automatically flowed out. After washing her hands, she took a piece of tissue to dry her 

hands. 

Out of the corner of her eye, she saw a man walking out of the men’s bathroom. He had purple eyes. 

Qin Shu’s hands stopped. 

The man had made his way to the sink and was slowly washing his hands. 

After Qin Shu finished drying her hands, she threw the tissue into the trash can. When she passed by the 

man, she glanced at him, then immediately retracted her gaze and left. 

At this time, the man had finished washing his hands. His well-defined fingers pulled out a tissue. He 

turned his head to look at the youth who had just left, and a hint of confusion flashed across his purple 

eyes. 

He had just been in the men’s room, but he had not seen that boy enter. 

So he... 

The man glanced at the female bathroom entrance and then shook his head. Why would a boy use the 

female bathroom when there is a male bathroom. 

He chuckled as if laughing at himself for thinking too much, threw away the napkin, turned around, and 

walked away. 

– 

– 

Qin Shu came out of the bathroom and did not go back to the private room. Instead, she walked to the 

end of the corridor and waited for Fu Tingyu on the balcony. 

No one would accuse her of being impolite because Fu Tingyu was around. 

She sent a message to Fu Tingyu, telling him that she was waiting at the balcony. 

After sending the message, Qin Shu half leaned against the balcony railing and looked at the bustling 

night scene in South Asia. 

When the man returned to the private room, he saw a person standing on the balcony at the end of the 

corridor. When he looked more closely, he realized that it was the boy from before. 

Chapter 193: Hide You 

A trace of confusion flashed through the man’s eyes. He pushed open the door of the private room and 

walked in. 

At this moment, the door of the other private room opened. Fu Tingyu’s tall and straight figure walked 

out. His pitch-black eyes looked in the direction of the balcony and saw the girl leaning against the 

railing. 



Although he had received her message, he was worried that she was outside alone. So he quickly said 

goodbye to President He and came out. 

Fu Tingyu walked to the balcony. 

Shi Yan followed closely from the private room, and then a bodyguard closed the door. 

He didn’t go to the balcony, but walked to the corner and waited. 

Qin Shu heard footsteps and turned around. She saw the man’s beautiful figure walking towards her. 

Under the dim light, the man’s facial structure was distinct, and his long and narrow brows and eyes 

were hidden in the shadows. The outline of the corners of his eyes carried a sharp coldness. His pitch-

black eyes were dark as ink. 

The man’s footsteps were steady. His slender and straight legs were hidden in his black pants. His shiny, 

high-end, custom-made leather shoes made a faint sound when he stepped on the ground. 

When the man came closer, Qin Shu finally asked him with a smile, “Didn’t I send you a message saying 

that I would wait for you outside? Why did you come out so quickly?” 

Fu Tingyu stopped in front of the girl. His gaze fell on the pair of starry eyes behind the lenses. He said in 

a low voice, “The talk about our partnership was more or less finished. There’s no need to stay. Let’s go 

back.” 

Hearing that, Qin Shu nodded happily. “Yay. I still have some studying to do.” 

“Mmm.” 

On the way back to the hotel 

Fu Tingyu took off the silver-rimmed glasses. Her big and bright eyes looked like they could talk. 

He looked at her for a long time and really wanted to hide her. This thought never left Fu Tingyu’s mind. 

Qin Shu saw that the man was staring at her for a long time without saying anything. She subconsciously 

rubbed her nose bridge. Because she was not used to wearing glasses, she felt a little uncomfortable. 

She asked, “What’s wrong?” 

Fu Tingyu collected his thoughts. “Nothing. You look good in men’s clothes, so I took a few more 

glances.” 

Qin Shu looked down at her suit as if she was trying to verify the man’s words. It seemed like she looked 

pretty good. 

Ten minutes later, in the hotel room 

Qin Shu walked into the living room and saw President Ba sleeping on the sofa. When Ye Luo heard the 

door opening, he stood up and waited by the side with a sullen face. 

He was wearing a different set of clothing than before. 

A hint of confusion flashed across Qin Shu’s eyes. Could it be that something happened after she left? 



But she didn’t ask. Instead, she turned around and went into the room. 

Fu Tingyu walked straight to the sofa and sat down. He frowned. “Why does it smell like fish?” 

Ye Luo replied, “President Ba knocked over the fish. Maybe I didn’t clean up enough.” 

“Doesn’t he like to eat fish? Why did he knock over the fish?” 

Shi Yan walked in. His eyes were filled with curiosity. 

Ye Luo glanced at President Ba, who was sleeping very comfortably, and did not say a word. 

Fu Tingyu looked up at Shi Yan: “Booking tickets, we’re going back tomorrow.” 

“Yes, Mr. Fu.” Shi Yan immediately took out his phone to book the tickets. 

– 

– 

Before going to bed 

Qin Shu took a shower after her classes ended and got in bed. She was playing games on her phone. 

When Fu Tingyu walked into the room and then into the bathroom, she was too busy to look up. 

Fu Tingyu walked out of the bathroom in his bathrobe and looked at the bed. The way the girl looked as 

she played with her phone happily made his gaze darken. 

He walked over and sat on the edge of the bed. When he saw that the girl was still staring at her phone, 

he said in a low, dissatisfied voice, “Having fun?” 

Chapter 194: Never Letting Go 

Qin Shu replied without raising her head, “It’s alright. It kills time when I’m bored.” 

But she was actually thinking about how close she was to win the game. 

“Bored?” 

Fu Tingyu’s lips curled into a cold smile. He reached out with his slender fingers and took the phone 

from her hand. Then, he placed it somewhere out of her reach. 

Qin Shu then raised her head. Fu Tingyu looked right into her eyes. She froze. 

Fu Tingyu looked at her with a half-smile. “You will soon feel entertained.” 

.... 

– 

– 

The next day 

Qin Shu was sleeping soundly when Fu Tingyu woke her up. 



“Bao’er, we’re going home.” 

Qin Shu opened her sleepy eyes and saw Fu Tingyu’s beautiful face. She became angry when she 

thought of what happened last night. 

Fu Tingyu saw that she was ignoring him and said in a low voice, “Go back to sleep. I’ll dress you.” 

Fu Tingyu reached out his hand and was about to undress her when Qin Shu pushed him away and said 

in an unfriendly tone, “I’ll dress me.” 

Qin Shu lifted the blanket and got off the bed. She picked up the white dress on the bed and walked into 

the bathroom. She didn’t look at Fu Tingyu at all. 

Fu Tingyu watched the girl walk into the bathroom. He knew that he was in the wrong, so he started to 

pack his luggage. 

After Qin Shu washed up, she was a lot more awake. She changed into the white dress and walked out 

of the bathroom. 

Fu Tingyu had already packed everything. There were two suitcases, one big and one small. 

At this time, Ye Luo walked in and took the suitcases. 

Fu Tingyu looked at the girl. “Bao’er.” 

Qin Shu ignored him and walked straight to the sofa. She picked up her backpack and unzipped it to 

check if anything was missing. She didn’t find anything missing, so she closed it and wore it on her back. 

Fu Tingyu walked over and held her hand. Qin Shu lowered her eyes and struggled, but Fu Tingyu held 

her even tighter, not letting her break free. 

Fu Tingyu looked at her. “Bao’er.” 

Qin Shu glared at him. 

Fu Tingyu knew that she was still angry. He held her hand. No matter how hard she struggled, he would 

not let go. 

Before leaving, Fu Tingyu took out a black mask from his pocket and helped her put it on. Then, he held 

her hand and walked out of the room. 

Shi Yan checked out of the hotel. 

Ye Luo was already waiting outside the hotel. 

Fu Tingyu held Qin Shu’s hand and walked out of the hotel. 

After they left the hotel, Qin Shu didn’t struggle anymore. Instead, she obediently followed behind the 

man. They looked like a couple in love. 

Shi Yan, who was single, saw how the two were holding hands. In the past, it was rare for the two of 

them to even be in each other’s presence and talk peacefully. 

And now? 



Holding hands and showing off their love had become a common thing. 

The lovey-dovey scene made Shi Yan jealous. 

Ye Luo carried the pet carriage with a poker face as if he didn’t see the lovey-dovey couple. 

One and a half hours later, at the airport 

When it was time to board the plane, Fu Tingyu and Qin Shu walked to the gate together. 

Shi Yan was in front of them, and Ye Luo was behind them. 

Fu Tingyu’s good looks attracted a lot of adoring gazes. 

Shi Yan and Ye Luo also attracted some attention. They didn’t look too bad themselves. 

Shi Yan was a handsome man. 

Ye Luo had handsome eyebrows and starry eyes. 

Behind them, a man with purple eyes looked at the girl in a white dress. 

With just a glance, he recognized that she’s the girl he met yesterday at the street-food block. The girl 

who gave him candy. 

Then, he looked at the man beside the girl. There was not much emotion in his purple eyes. 

... 

Chapter 195: The Waiting Girl 

On the plane 

Qin Shu put on a blindfold and went straight to sleep. Last night’s event was tiring and too much. She 

needed some sleep. 

Probably because Fu Tingyu was beside her, she fell asleep instantly. She fell into a deep sleep. 

Fu Tingyu turned his head and looked at the girl beside him. Because of her sleeping posture, a strand of 

hair fell in front of his eyes. He reached out his long fingers and smoothed the hair behind her ear. 

He couldn’t get enough of watching her sleep. 

– 

– 

When Qin Shu woke up from her sleep, they were almost at Jiangcheng. 

The sleep restored much of her strength. 

She took off her blindfold and saw the delicious food on the table in front of her. Great. She was hungry. 

Her anger was half gone. 



Qin Shu glanced at Fu Tingyu. Fu Tingyu was also looking at her. The man’s dark eyes were dark as the 

night. Deep in the eyes hid his imperceptible tenderness. 

She withdrew her gaze, picked up her chopsticks, and ate. 

Qin Shu finished eating. The plane was landing. 

Everybody got ready to get off the plane. 

When getting off the plane, Fu Tingyu carried her backpack in one hand and held her hand with his other 

hand. The backpack, though small in size, was quite heavy. 

Qin Shu wore a black mask. Compare to her state when boarding the plane, she was now full of spirit. 

– 

– 

When they got out of the airport, the four of them and the cat headed back to Shengyuan in a car. 

The days that followed were the busiest time for Fu Tingyu because the partnership with Lishang began 

in early June. And he also needed to prepare for his partnership with President He. 

The company, the industries belonging to the Fu, as well as his private business kept Fu Tingyu busy. 

At the same time, it showed how capable he was. 

Ye Leng had also returned, so Fu Tingyan was freed from transport duty. 

Fu Tingyan was happy to hear the news because he could sleep in again. 

It was just that in the morning, because he was already used to getting up early, he woke up naturally 

according to his biological clock. After waking up, his habit was to get up, brush his teeth, and wash his 

face. 

After leaving the house in his car, he drove all the way to the entrance of Sheng Yuan. Only then did Fu 

Tingyan realize that he didn’t need to pick up Qin Shu anymore. 

He messaged his head. He was troubled by this stupid habit, then he drove away. 

At the entrance of Linxi, Ling Yao was holding a big box of high-end chocolates in her arms. She looked 

around. 

Fu Tingyan thought that the girl standing at the door looked a little familiar from afar. After thinking 

about it carefully, he remembered that she was the girl he met at Yixing Technology. The reason why he 

had an impression of her was that he was annoyed by her actions. 

He quickly parked the car by the roadside. 

In the car, Qin Shu closed her laptop. When she turned her head to look out the car window, she saw 

the unique Lamborghini sports car parked by the roadside. A hint of confusion flashed across her eyes. 

“Ye Leng, park the car next to little Yan’s car.” 



Ye Leng slowed down the car and parked the car next to the young master’s car. 

When Qin Shu stuck her head out of the car, she saw Ling Yao standing at the Linxi entrance. She 

seemed to understand why Fu Tingyan parked his car outside. 

Fu Tingyan also saw Qin Shu at this time. He couldn’t believe that he had brought such a troublesome 

fate upon himself because he didn’t listen to Qin Shu’s advice. 

Qin Shu looked at him with a half-smile. “The girl at the school gate is looking for you, right? The box of 

chocolates she is holding is foreign and tastes pretty good.” 

Fu Tingyan looked up and said carelessly, “Who said she’s here for me? Maybe she’s looking for Jiang 

Yu.” 

“Oh, is that so? I was going to help you, but it looks like there’s no need.” 

Chapter 196: The Man Who Suddenly Appeared 

Qin Shu looked back at Ye Leng. “Start driving.” 

Fu Tingyan hurriedly stopped her. “Wait, how are you going to help me?” 

Qin Shu held back her laughter and asked, “Didn’t you say that the girl was looking for you?” 

In order to get Qin Shu to help him, Fu Tingyan had no choice but to admit, “She was looking for me. Tell 

me how you’re going to help me get in first.” 

Fu Tingyan was afraid of trouble, and he was too lazy to deal with girls, especially those who were in 

love with him. 

Qin Shu said, “Since you’ve chauffeured me around for so many days, I’ll help you this time. You and Ye 

Leng, switch seats.” 

Fu Tingyan’s gaze turned to Ye Leng, who was in the driver’s seat. He felt that this was a good idea, so he 

grabbed his school bag and got out of the car. 

Ye Leng also opened the car door and got out. 

The two of them exchanged seats. 

Fu Tingyan sat in the driver’s seat and threw his bag to the front passenger seat. He stuck his head out 

and looked at Ye Leng. “Drive the car back. I’ll drive this car after school.” 

After saying that, he looked away, stepped on the accelerator, and drove toward the school gate. 

Upon hearing that, Ye Leng drove the unique Lamborghini back to Bright Garden. 

Ling Yao looked at the cars as well as people. Fu Tingyan’s Lamborghini sports car was unique, and she 

found out about it after getting people to investigate. 

That was how she knew Fu Tingyan went to Linxi High School. 

When Fu Tingyan drove past her in his black Bentley, she automatically ignored him. 



– 

– 

Qin Shu got out of the car and stood next to it. She watched as Fu Tingyan got out of the car with his 

schoolbag. She wondered if she should remind him that Ling Yao would come to their class to look for 

him? 

Fu Tingyan held on to a book and glanced at Qin Shu, “I’m leaving first.” After that, he went to the 

teaching building. 

Qin Shu looked at Fu Tingyan’s handsome back and waited for him to walk away before leaving. 

During the morning class- 

Fu Tingyan slept, splayed across the table. 

At the door of Class 305’s classroom, stood Ling Yao, holding a box of chocolates in her arms. She stuck 

her head in and glanced inside a few times. She didn’t see Fu Tingyan, but she saw Jiang Yu. Her eyes lit 

up and she waved at Jiang Yu. 

Jiang Yu also saw Ling Yao at the door, and his eyes flashed with surprise. Damn, did she chase Fu 

Tingyan all the way to the school? 

He glanced at Fu Tingyan, who was sleeping on the table. After thinking for a while, he stood up and 

walked out. 

The sound of people reading out loud in the classroom gradually quieted down as the students looked 

curiously at the classroom door. 

“Is that beautiful girl outside Jiang Yu’s girlfriend? Did she come to school to look for him?” 

“She’s pretty. The clothes she’s wearing are branded as well. One look at her and you can tell she’s the 

daughter of a rich family. Only a girl like her is worthy of Young Master Jiang, unlike a certain 

someone...” 

Zhou Yizuo’s meaningful tone made all the students look at Ye Xue. 

Ye Xue also saw the girl standing at the door. It was just as they said. She was pretty and dressed 

beautifully. One look and you could tell she was the daughter of a rich family. 

She lowered her head and looked at the practice questions in front of her. She gripped the pen in her 

hand tightly and continued to do the questions. 

The college entrance exam was only a few days away, she had to get into Capital University. 

Qin Shu lifted her head and looked at the two people at the door. She didn’t know what Jiang Yu said, 

but Ling Yao turned around and left. 

She glanced at Ye Xue and saw that she was working hard on the practice questions, so she looked 

away. 

After the morning class- 



“Come out and take a look. There’s a man with purple eyes in school. He’s very handsome.” 

Someone shouted from outside. 

The students in the class all ran out curiously. 

Qin Shu had heard of the man with purple eyes and she thought of the man she had met in South Asia. 

He also had purple eyes. It could be said that people with purple eyes were rare. 

Chapter 197: Up for Grabs 

Qin Shu glanced at Ye Xue and saw that she was still studying hard with her head lowered. If this 

continued, would she become a nerd? 

She reached out her hand and took out the pen from Ye Xue’s hand. “Go out and take a look. You can 

admire a good-looking thing while you are at it.” 

Ye Xue looked at Qin Shu with a puzzled expression. 

Qin Shu pulled her out of the classroom. 

Ye Xue followed behind her with a blank expression. 

By the time they had walked out of the classroom, there was already a crowd gathered in front of the 

railings in the corridor. 

“Is he wearing cosmetic contact lenses? His purple eyes are so beautiful.” 

“The beauty of a person is like jade and the looks of the gentleman is unparalleled. This statement is 

most apt at describing him.” 

Qin Shu pulled Ye Xue to the back of the crowd and looked downstairs. She saw the principal guiding a 

man with purple eyes around. 

She recognized him at a glance. He was the man she had met in South Asia. 

Against the light, the man’s skin was so pale that it was almost transparent. 

His face looked as if it were carved of jade. He looked sickly beautiful. 

His eyes were gentle, without a speck of pollution in them. It was as if he was extremely gentle to all 

living things in the world. 

He was wearing a gray-white suit, which made his figure look slender and lean. 

Ye Xue’s eyes flashed with surprise. That man had a gentle and refined temperament. He smiled lightly, 

resembling a spring breeze. 

“I heard that he came from the capital and will give our school two guaranteed spots in university.” 

“Is it Imperial College? It’s hard to get guaranteed spots, isn’t it?” 

“The point is that you can see him often when you enter Imperial College.” 

Qin Shu listened to the discussions between her classmates and realized that he was from the capital. 



The man walking on the cement road suddenly lifted his head and looked over. 

Qin Shu did not know whether it was because of her guilt or the man’s probing gaze. She subconsciously 

looked away as if she was afraid that he would recognize her. 

The man’s gaze lingered on her for a few seconds before moving away. He chatted with the principal as 

he left. 

After Qin Shu came back to her senses, she felt that she had made a fool of herself. How could that man 

recognize her at a glance? 

She had only stood in the corridor for a few minutes, but she was already sweating profusely from the 

heat. 

The weather was getting hotter and hotter. She did not even know how she had survived the summer in 

her previous life with her hair down? 

After the man with purple eyes left, the students in the corridor also dispersed. 

After Qin Shu and Ye Xue returned to the classroom, she asked Ye Xue, “How confident are you about 

making it into Imperial College?” 

“I don’t know either. I feel that it’s a little difficult. But I will do my best. After all, Imperial College is my 

goal.” 

When Qin Shu heard Ye Xue say this, she did not mention the guaranteed spots. 

During class, the teacher stood on the podium and looked at the students below the stage, she cleared 

her throat. “I want to tell you all a piece of good news. Our class has a guaranteed spot at Imperial 

College. For the sake of fairness, we will vote on who will get this place. However, the prerequisite is 

that the candidate’s mock exam results should be above average. Those who have the right to vote are 

the top ten and the bottom of the class.” 

Qin Shu thought to herself, if Ye Xue managed to get a guaranteed spot, she would definitely make it to 

Imperial College. It would not affect her results after all the hard work she had put in. 

She stood up and looked at the teacher. “I vote for Ye Xue. Her mock exam results are above average.” 

The homeroom teacher looked at Qin Shu and said darkly, “There are several above average students in 

the class. Whoever has the most votes will get the spot.” 

Qin Shu understood the meaning behind the homeroom teacher’s words. She actually didn’t want to 

give the spot to Ye Xue because she didn’t like Ye Xue. 

Zhou Yizuo stood up and said, “I voted for Wu Yue. Her results are also above average.” 

One after another, people stood up to vote, but no one voted for Ye Xue. 

Chapter 198: A Chance Meeting 

Ye Xue did not have any hopes of getting the guaranteed spot. However, she was really grateful to Qin 

Shu for helping her more than once. 



The teacher took out a piece of chalk and wrote down the names on the blackboard. If someone was 

voted for, their names would be written down. 

Jiang Yu glanced at Ye Xue. After thinking for a while, he stood up. His voice was very calm, but there 

was a hint of seriousness in it. “I voted for Ye Xue. She is very serious about her studies.” 

The teacher was stunned for a few seconds when Jiang Yu said that. Se seemed to be in disbelief. 

However, she still added a line under Ye Xue’s name. 

The students looked at Jiang Yu in surprise. They had not expected Jiang Yu to vote for that country 

bumpkin, Ye Xue, who had a crush on him. 

When Ye Xue heard Jiang Yu’s voice, her brain felt like the strings of a violin. It was so tense that she did 

not even dare to raise her head. It was as if she was afraid that she had misheard. 

After Jiang Yu sat down, he turned his head to look at Fu Tingyan, who was still sleeping on his stomach. 

He reached out to pat him on the shoulder and leaned over. “Get up and vote.” 

Fu Tingyan lifted his eyelids and saw Jiang Yu’s annoying face. He had been woken up by Jiang Yu, so his 

voice was a little hoarse. “Why are you meddling in other people’s business?” 

Jiang Yu replied impatiently, “I’m just like you. I’m bored.” 

“...” Fu Tingyan asked, “Who did you vote for?” 

Jiang Yu said, “Ye Xue.” 

Fu Tingyan stood up and looked at the blackboard. He slowly stood up and said in a hoarse voice, “I’m 

voting for Ye Xue.” 

The homeroom teacher was stunned again. Why were both of them voting for Ye Xue? 

It was no wonder that the students were shocked once again. It would be strange if they were not 

surprised that the two most disliked girls in the class were being treated specially by the two campus 

beaus. 

Fu Tingyan slowly sat down. He didn’t plan to sleep anymore. He turned his head to look at Ye Xue. 

Qin Shu happened to turn her head to look over. She was curious why Jiang Yu and Fu Tingyan would 

vote as well. 

When their gazes met, Fu Tingyan subconsciously looked away. 

Following that, many students also voted for Ye Xue when they saw that the two campus beaus had 

both voted for ye Xue. 

Ye Xue, who originally had the lowest number of votes, quickly moved ahead in the voting. 

After the voting ended, Ye Xue surpassed the person in second place by one vote and became the one 

with the highest number of votes. 

The result was somewhat unexpected, and Ye Xue was also shocked. A look of surprise flashed across 

her eyes. With the guaranteed spot, she would be guaranteed a place in Imperial College. 



The teacher looked at the results on the blackboard and frowned. She seemed to be somewhat 

dissatisfied with the result. 

However, she could only announce the results in front of the other students. 

“The spot has been given to Ye Xue. Even though you are guaranteed a place in Imperial College, you 

must work hard and not tarnish the reputation of the school.” 

“I will.” 

Ye Xue was extremely excited and did not care about the displeasure in the teacher’s tone. 

During lunch, Ye Xue almost ate an extra bowl of rice out of excitement. Fortunately, she managed to 

reign herself in. 

Qin Shu came out of the cafeteria after lunch. Because the weather was too hot, she chose a different 

path. On both sides of the road, were scenic trees with luxuriant foliage, just enough to shield her from 

the scorching sun above her head. 

On the other side of the road, there were wooden benches every ten meters. 

Qin Shu walked at a slow speed as usual. 

When she walked past a bend in the road, she saw a man sitting on the bench. It was the man with 

purple eyes. 

She stopped in her tracks. 

The man’s slender figure leaned against the chair. His brows were slightly furrowed. His already pale 

face had turned even more pale and colorless. His thin lips were tightly pursed and it looked as if he was 

feeling a little unwell. 

After hesitating for a few seconds, she walked over and stopped in front of the man. She saw that his 

fair and plump forehead was covered in large beads of sweat. 

She asked tentatively, “Are you feeling unwell? Do you want me to call an ambulance?” 

Chapter 199: Recognized 

The man looked up at the girl in front of him with a gentle gaze. He shook his head and said in a soft 

voice, “I’ll be fine after a short rest.” 

Qin Shu saw that his face was as pale as a sheet and knew that he was in a bad state. She reminded him, 

“Then be careful. The weather is hot. It’s easy to get a heatstroke outside.” 

After she said that, she walked away. 

The man suddenly called out to her, “Wait a minute.” 

Qin Shu stopped in her tracks and turned to look at the man on the bench. Her voice was filled with 

confusion. “What’s the matter?” 



The man’s purple eyes looked at the girl in front of him. Although her bangs were too long and covered 

her facial features, her facial features were exquisite, especially her eyes. They were very bright, like the 

stars in the night sky. 

He said, “We’ve met before, right?” 

Qin Shu pretended to not understand. “Have we? Why don’t I remember?” 

The man looked at the girl’s eyebrows. There was a mole hidden in her eyebrows. If one didn’t look 

carefully, they wouldn’t be able to see it. 

He was sure that he had met her before. 

“Didn’t you know that you have a mole on your eyebrows?” 

A hint of doubt flashed in Qin Shu’s eyes. She subconsciously reached out to touch her eyebrows. She 

had looked at herself in the mirror for so many years but had never noticed that there was a mole on 

her eyebrows. 

She turned to look at the man. “Perhaps. There should be quite a number of people with moles on their 

brows. I still have a lot of homework to do, so I’ll be leaving first.” 

The man’s well-defined fingers took out a business card from his pocket and handed it to her. “This is my 

business card.” 

Qin Shu paused in her steps and glanced at the business card in the man’s hand. She hesitated for a few 

seconds before accepting it and taking a look at it. He was professor Jun Li from Imperial College. 

She glanced at the man before turning away. 

The man’s purple eyes watched as the girl left. The corners of his mouth lifted into a faint smile. 

She was right. There were a lot of people with moles on their eyebrows. 

He had seen more than ten people with this feature. 

His pale lips emitted a sigh. 

After a long while, he took out his cell phone and dialed a number. 

After the call was connected, he whispered, “Come and get me.” 

– 

– 

Qin Shu returned to the classroom and quickly took out the mobile phone. She opened the camera app 

and used the front-view camera. 

She looked at her brows for a while before finding the mole. The mole was not obvious, so she naturally 

ignored it when she looked in the mirror every day. 

But what puzzled her was how had the man seen it? 



Could it be that he was wearing contact lenses and could see things from a distance? 

Other than this explanation, she really could not think of any other reason. 

Qin Shu put down her bangs. A mole alone could not prove anything. After all, there were people who 

looked alike, much less people who had the same mole. 

It did not matter even if he had recognized her. It was just a one-time encounter. He did not know what 

she had done. 

She still did not know who had framed Fu Tingyu for hiring assassins. 

There were only a handful of people who could do that. 

– 

– 

After school- 

Fu Tingyan saw Ling Yao standing at the school gates when he drove Qin Shu out of the campus. 

They have only met once. Was there a need for her to stalk him? 

Qin Shu also saw Ling Yao at the school gate. Ling Yao was a really stubborn person who did not know 

when to give up. Her tactic at pursuing Fu Tingyu was no different from the methods boys used to 

pursue girls. 

This was also the reason why she had told Fu Tingyan to wear a mask. 

Just like in the morning, Fu Tingyan’s car drove past Ling Yao in a flash, and she didn’t recognize him. 

Fu Tingyan heaved a sigh of relief. 

The whole journey was silent 

After arriving at Bright Garden, Fu Tingyan drove his own car back to the Fu residence. He did not plan 

to drive the car to school the next day. It was too eye-catching. 

Chapter 200: A Yellow Duckling Comes to Bright Garden 

Qin Shu had just walked to the door when Ning Meng, who had been waiting at the door, hurried over 

and took the backpack from Qin Shu. 

“Young Madam, Miss Xu Wei is here. She’s in the living room. She said that the old madam had asked 

her to come and teach you etiquette and how to socialize in high society so that you can help Sir in the 

future,” Ning Meng said in a low voice. 

Qin Shu frowned. The old madam had asked her to teach her etiquette and how to socialize? 

One could count the number of banquets, banquets, charity events, and other events that Fu Tingyu had 

attended. Furthermore, he never brought a female companion with him. 



Otherwise, people wouldn’t say that he was cold-blooded and violent. They said that he was an ascetic 

Prince Charming who didn’t like women. 

“Let’s go in and take a look.” 

Qin Shu strode in. 

Ning Meng followed behind Qin Shu and asked softly, “Should we call Sir and ask him to come back?” 

“No need.” 

She wanted Fu Tingyu to come back even later so that Xu Wei would make a wasted trip. 

Qin Shu walked into the living room and saw Xu Wei sitting on the sofa elegantly. Her back was straight 

and she was wearing a light yellow strapless dress. Her legs were clasped together and tilted to the left 

while she flipped through a book. She looked as if she was very absorbed in the book. 

She was indeed a daughter of a wealthy family who had received high-class etiquette lessons. She 

looked so dignified and elegant even when no one was around. 

However, this light yellow one-piece dress that revealed her shoulders made Qin Shu inexplicably think 

of a yellow duckling! ! ! 

Qin Shu leaned into Ning Meng and whispered a few words into her ear. 

Ning Meng could not help but smile when she heard that. 

Qin Shu walked evenly to the glass coffee table and said in a neutral voice, “Miss Xu, you are so busy, 

yet, you still have time to come over.” 

Xu Wei closed the book in her hand and looked up at Qin Shu with a close-lipped smile. 

“Of course, I’ll take Grandmother’s instructions to heart. Besides, Tingyu and I are friends. It’s only 

right.” 

“It’s been hard on you, Miss Xu.” 

Qin Shu then looked at Ning Meng. “Go prepare tea and fruits for Miss Xu.” 

“Young Madam, I’ll go right away,” Ning Meng emphasized the words ‘Young Madam’ heavily. Then, she 

turned her head and walked out of the living room. 

Xu Wei was stunned for a few seconds when she heard Ning Meng address Qin Shu as ‘Young Madam’ 

again. She thought to herself that Qin Shu must have secretly given Ning Meng a lot of benefits, which 

was why Ning Meng addressed her like that. 

Qin Shu walked over to the sofa across Xu Wei and sat down. She spread her legs and reached out to 

grab a glass of water from the glass coffee table, preparing to pour a cup of water for herself. 

When Xu Wei saw this, she pursed her lips and chuckled. “Qin Shu, it would be rude of you to sit in such 

a manner if there’s a distinguished guest around.” 



Qin Shu poured herself a glass of water and took a sip from it. She raised her eyebrows slightly and 

looked at Xu Wei. “I used to wear a skirt but Yu felt that wearing a skirt was too fastidious, so he 

changed them to pants. This way, I won’t care so much when I sit down. Those who can come to our 

house as guests are not outsiders, so there’s no need to be so fastidious.” 

The smile on Xu Wei’s lips froze. She glanced at the pants Qin Shu was wearing. She had wondered just 

now why Qin Shu was not wearing a pleated skirt. So it was Fu Tingyu who had changed them. 

“You’re right. It’s just that such an action would make you a laughing stock outside. So, it’s better for 

you to learn. Otherwise, with Tingyu’s status there, it wouldn’t be good for others to laugh at you,” Xu 

Wei reminded her out of goodwill. 

“What you said makes some sense. It’s just that Yu said that with him around, no one would dare to 

laugh at me.” Qin Shu’s voice had a hint of helplessness in it. 

What she meant was that with him spoiling her, she could do whatever she wanted. No one would dare 

to say anything about her. 

Xu Wei’s expression grew a little twisted. Indeed, no one would dare to laugh at her in front of Fu 

Tingyu, or laugh at him. 

This did not mean that Qin Shu had the right to be proud. 

 


